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when considering if a particular application is a good candidate for a particular type of adc driver, there are three constraints that should be
considered: differential input voltage (vd) range, input impedance, and common-mode voltage rejection. first, the entire differential input

range must be addressed with a single circuit, either by using a range-adjusting driver or by using an amplifier with gain (and thus a
differential stage) that can convert any input voltage. a range-adjusting amplifier requires an input stage voltage of at least 0 volts, but it
cannot be used to accept high-level signals. a second, related constraint is input impedance. increasing the input stage impedance from a

typical few hundred k&omega (ro) to a few tens of megohms (ro + rm) significantly improves adc performance. many high-impedance
transimpedance amplifiers use a resistor-divider network to generate an input stage voltage of several hundred millivolts, which is an

acceptable compromise between providing a high-impedance input and having large input-stage offset voltages. a third, and often
overlooked constraint, is common-mode rejection. in differential input circuits, the differential input stage of the adc has to generate a

common-mode voltage that is small enough to be negligible compared with the input signals. therefore, a driver circuit should have low
input-stage common-mode voltages to provide adequate common-mode rejection for differential inputs, although if the common-mode

voltages are much smaller than the input signals, then the common-mode rejection will not be particularly good. finally, high-gain (that is,
high-impedance) drivers usually have less intrinsic common-mode rejection, because they have higher input-stage offsets. however, this is

usually not a problem if the driver circuits are only for low-level input signals.
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